
A unique bespoke bed or cot built for you

Bespoke Beds
UK's leading manufacturer of
bespoke specialist beds



Arctic Turning Bed

The Arctic is a multi positional multifunctional bed that can accommodate even the most complex
needs. Due to the configuration of the frame it allows a client to sit and turn at the same time.
Individual leg movements are fitted as standard. Automatic, programmable turning bed.

Key Features Optional Extras

Turn and sit
Hands free Turning*
Individual Leg
Movements
Possum Compatible
Multi Positioning

‘We truly believe that your bed and
turner has helped in keeping Curtis
here with us. No pneumonia over

winter is a FIRST’
Kyle - Isle of Sheppey

Auto turning function
Bedside Rails
Various colours
Bumpers
Anti Static Castors
Paediatric sizes
Bariatric

Hudson Amputee Bed
A unique bed designed to improve the quality of life for
amputees. The Hudson increases stability and allows the client
effortless movement to position correctly for added support
and comfort.

Technical Specification
Product code ARI
Width 30” (76cm) 36” (91cm) 42” (107cm) 48”

(122cm)
Length 78" (198cm) or bespoke
Weight Limit 25 Stone (158 kilos)
Bariatric Up to 60 Stone (381 kilos)

Movement
Options

Head Up, Turn Left, Turn Right, High/Low
Trendelenburg and Reverse Trendelenburg, Left
Leg Up, Right Leg Up, Head Up and Turn Left,
Head Up and Turn Right. 55 degree turn.

Start Height 11" (28cm) or 16" (40cm)

T: 01233 635353 F: 01233 635351



Timor Chair Bed

‘All who were involved in the
designing and making of my Chair

Bed, I thank you from the bottom of
my heart, this has meant I can go to
bed the first time in 2 years instead if
sleeping in a chair , LUXURY!’ - Eileen

A bed chair with a unique seat action that takes
you effortlessly from laying to sitting to standing
and back again. An alternative to hoisting or
sleeping in a chair encouraging independence
and mobility.

Key Features Optional Extras
Sliding Seat
Chair to bed
non slip footboard
Fully adjustable back rest
Ease of getting in and out
of bed

Antarctic Bed
Budget community 4 section profiling bed. Integral wooden bed
rails for safety. Ideal for use in nursing homes and schools.

Hoops
Mattresses
Four Locking Casters
Adjustable Static Feet
Bariatric
Nursing facility

Technical Specification
Product code TIMR / TIMN
Width 30” (76cm) 36” (91cm) 42”

(107cm) 48” (122cm) 54” (137cm)
Length 78" (198cm) or bespoke
Weight Limit 25 Stone (158 kilos)
Bariatric Up to 60 Stone (381 kilos)
Movement Options Back up, Tilt, Leg Drop

e: sales@centrobed.com w: www.centrobed.com



Ionian Stand up Bed

The Ionian moves effortlessly from laying to standing at the touch
of a button. Developed for the client who is unable to bend when
getting in or out of bed. Bespoke sizes available to allow complete
flexibility

Technical Specification
Product code ION
Width 36” (91cm)
Length 78" (198cm)
Weight Limit 25 Stone (158 kilos)
Movement
Options

High / Low, Fully Profiling, Laying to
standing action

Key Features Optional Extras

Bespoke Sizes
Discreet
No ends
Various Sizes

Bed Side Rails
Bumpers
Hoops
Various Colours
Head & Footboards
Harness

Saturn Bed
Low start from 10”. Any width, available with or without head and footboards.
The Saturn is ideal for tall people or for a bedroom with restricted space.

Fully profiling and high/low the Saturn blends easily into a home environment
Idea; of you don’t want a hospital bed.

I would like to take this opportunity
to thank all at Centrobed for there
helpful and prompt service. It is a

pleasant change to deal with a
company, which produces excellent

hi-tech equipment but still
manages to retain a very personal

and friendly approach to there
customers - Peter, Herts

Download our APP - Centrobed


